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Carnegie Learning’s History 
•  Founded @ Carnegie Mellon 

University 20 years ago 

•  Pioneers in the personalized and 
adaptive learning market 

•  Intelligent Tutoring System 

•  MATHia (was Cognitive Tutor) 

•  Over 500,000 students/year 

•  Not just math: CS, World 

Languages, ELA 



Guiding Principle 

The more we 
understand about how 
students think and 
learn, the better we 
can help them think 
and learn 

To Replace the Picture 
on this Sample Slide (this 
applies to all slides in this 
template that contain 
replaceable pictures) 

•  Select the picture and 
press the Delete key. 
This will provide you 
with an empty 
placeholder 

•  Click the icon and 
insert a new picture 

•  Click the Reset button 
on the Ribbon to 
reapply layout 
formatting and layering 

Caution! Do not use 
Change Picture, as this 
forces the placeholder to 
resize to the same 
aspect ratio as the new 
picture. 



Carnegie Learning 
Implementation 



MATHia Approach 

Active, Relevant and Adaptive 

•  Give students complex, real-
world problems to solve 

•  Watch what students do as they 
solve them 

•  Provide feedback and 
opportunities to learn from errors 

Mastery Learning 
•  Ensure students master 

prerequisites before moving on  



MATHia Adaptation 

vanLehn, 2006 



Blended Learning in Schools 



. 

Bloom’s 2 Sigma Problem 
the promise of intelligent tutoring systems 

1-on-1 Mentorship 

Mastery 
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Bloom, 1984 



Mastery based on knowledge components 



Strong results 

7 states 
(AL, CT, KY, LA, MI, NJ, TX) 

147 schools 

18,000+ 
students 

2 years 
Data from second year 

RAND/US Ed 



. 

Most students become very similar with regard to 
learning ability, rate of learning and motivation for 
learning – when provided with favorable learning 
conditions.
 

Bloom, 1976 
 



Unfavorable learning conditions 

•  Frustration 

•  Boredom 

•  Lack of motivation for further learning 

•  Low confidence 

•  Failure to master 
– Student does not master all skills within some number of 

problems (25 or so) 

Beck and Gong, 2013 
Slater and Baker, 2019  



Remediate on failure model 

•  Analytics: Teacher remediates 
•  Design: Software improves 



Implementation Analytics 



Design adaptation 

Aleven et al, 2017 



Strong AI 



Data-driven improvements 

•  2019 Data 
– 4.4 million hours 

– 7.1 million workspaces 

– 63 million problems 

– 1.1 billion transactions 



But there’s another way 



Teacher attention is poorly allocated 

80% of students 
never use TDC 

1% of students use 
42% of TDC time 

Fancsali, et al. EDM 2018 



Information v. Affirmation 

•  Information video •  Affirmation video 



Information v. Affirmation 

•  Tutor Hi. How can I help you today?      
•  Student: hello I am stuck on  a problem I will 

load it so you can see      
•  Student: I just need to know how to type the 

expression in the answer box      
•  Tutor: Okay, you need plug 4.2 in 1/2h(6+4) 
•  4.2 is height right?      
•  Student yes i'm going to try it       
•  Student 4.2 goes where      
•  Tutor in h. since 4.2 is height      
•  Student: would it been in ()      
•  Tutor it will be 21  
•  1/2(4.2)(6+4) =21      
•  Student: ok got cha      
•  Tutor: so, that is it. 

•  Tutor: hi! what can I help you with today?      
•  Student: Do you know how to do a factor 

table?      
•  Tutor: Hmm I am familiar with it. Is there a 

problem that you wanted to go over, that you 
could write on the board for us?      

•  Student This looks like an easy one, but I am 
not sure so I just want to make sure I 
understand this correctly   

•  Student: To check this table is all you do 
multiply the top row by the 7x and see if it 
matches the bottom row? Is this right? 

•  Tutor: Yeah everything looks good to me. Great 
job!     

•  Student: I was hoping that I did this right. 



•  Acknowledges strengths of different 
instructional models 

•  Goals 
–  Improve communication between teacher 

and software 

– Optimize teacher time 

Favorable learning conditions 



Different use cases require 
different analyses 



Design Adaptation 
Solution 

Improve knowledge component 
model 



Learning curve 

Cen, Koedinger, Junker, 2006 



Splitting knowledge components 



Putting the teacher in the loop 

Dillenbourg, 2013 
vanLehn et al., 2016 
Olson, 2017 
Holstein, Aleven, McLaren, 2018 
 



LiveLab 

•  Informs teachers in real 
time about which students 
are struggling 

•  Early identification of 
students who are unlikely 
to master 

•  Teachers take ownership 
of the software 
•  Mark as helped 



Piecewise Functions 



Piecewise Functions 

•  2892 students 
•  82.3% master 

•  Problem variety 
•  2 or 3 pieces 
•  Function can be 

•  f(x)=c 
•  f(x) = ax 
•  f(x) = a(x-b) 

 
 



Criticality 

•  The extent to the knowledge component is the 
determining factor in mastery 
– For students who master: percent of students who master 

the KCin the last problem 

– For students who do not master: percent of students who 
do not master the KC 



Most Critical KC 



Learning curve – critical KC 



Segmented Learning Curve – 
critical KC 

Murray et al., 2013 



Indicator 

•  Indicator knowledge component: KC that provides the 
earliest reliable warning that a student might fail to 
master 

•  Best indicators 
– Strongly discriminate between mastering and non-

mastering students 

– Discriminate early 



Critical and indicator KCs 

•  Critical for 67.2% of students 
•  12.7% of students who fail to master 

workspace master this KC 

•  Critical for 18.1% of students 
•  91% of students who fail to master workspace 

master this KC 



Indicator KC 



Completing the system 



Different models for different students 



EDM supporting favorable learning conditions 

 Design Adaptations 
•  Focus: Improvements 

that affect the largest 
number of students 

•  Timeframe: long 

 Learning Analytics 
•  Focus: Optimizing 

planning time, 
institutional decisions 

•  Timeframe: Medium 

 Teacher-in-the-loop 
orchestration 
•  Focus: Optimizing in-

class teacher time 

•  Timeframe: short 



Conclusion 

•  What makes a good teacher-in-the-loop 
intervention? 
– Applies to a subset of students 

– Represents a fundamental misconception or 
knowledge gap that teacher can address 

– Can be easily understood by teacher 
•  And informs software 

– Can apply infrequently 
•  Don’t overload the teacher 


